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SECTION I. THE Tl!ERMODYNAlliCS OF ZINC 
ADSORPTION O!< CAlCITE, DOlOMITE, 
AND CAICIAN-!JAGNESITE. 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
Zinc is one of the essential elements required for the normal 
.;rowth of plants . The total amount of zinc commonly occurring in soils 
is usual ly marzy times greater than that necessary to supply the needs 
of actively growing plants. The ability of the soil to "fix" zinc in 
form unavailable for plant use , however , has made the zinc deficiency 
disease an important plant nutrition problem in the major fruit and nut 
growing regions of the West . Fixation rechanisms which have been postu-
lated as contributing to zinc deficiency Ulclude organic complexes , 
precipitation of insoluble inorganic salts , and strong zinc-clay inter-
actions . It may be possible that in certain soil s naturally occurring 
soil minerals , other than the clay minerals , may also exert an influence 
on the capacity of the soil to retain zinc . 
The accumulation of lime minerals is a distin5Uishing profile 
characteristic of soils in arid and semi-arid re&ions . These minerals 
Despite the widespread occurrence of these minerals in the soil system, 
relativel y few data exist which specifically isolate the interaction 
between cations in solution and the solid phase of the above-named lime 
miner als . 
It is generally belie·1ed tl:at the adsorptive capacity of a mineral 
soil is manifested primarily in the clay fraction . Eo-..ever , it may be 
possible ~~at some modification of this CQncept may have to be intro-
duced when considering relatively un-..eathered soil systems . 
All crystalline phases of matter in ~~e soil capable of existinG 
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in a finely divided state , when dispersed in solution, i~~erently 
possess an adsorption potential because of the unsaturated forces which 
exist at all interfaces . Therefore , perhaps calcium carbonate and the 
other slightly soluble lime minerals can be regarded as potential 
adsorption sites for certain ions . The contribution that these minerals 
make to the adsorptive capacity of the soil for a given ion will depend 
not only on t!1e magnitude o~ t:e a.ttrac~ive force tc.at e,dsts for tile 
given ion at the interf~ce of the crystalline phase , but also or tile 
percenta,;e of t.l:Je total S)A!cific surfacE art-a of t.~e so::.l that is 
contributed by the :X.neral phase in ques-:.l:m. 
Althoug.~ many factors obviously affect the availability of zinc in 
calcareous soils, the pr ominence of line c;inerals in many western soils 
is indicative of the importance of the zinc-lime l'lineral relationship 
in the c l a r ification of soil factors which affect the availability of 
zinc . 
The objectives of the study repor ted here are : (1) to obt<in a 
quantitative measure of zinc adsorption on calcite , dolo'T'i te , and 
ma~esite , and (2) to develop a theoretical approach to the surface 
phenomenon by which it may be possible to titermodynamically define the 
adsorption of zinc in a lime mineral system, 
Adsorption of zinc on calcium carbonat~ 
The relations between =alcium carbonate and the zinc ion have been 
investigated by Canals , t.;arignan , and Cordier (1Y49, 195C) . They 
studied the acsorptioL of zinc frott solution on finely powdered calcium 
carbonate in the concentration ranJe of 5 x 10-7 to SOx 1~-7 b . -ion of 
zinc per liter. Their data revealed that at ;7° c. the adsorytion of 
zinc was slightl:; less t.'lan at 20° C., but when the tei:lperature was 
raised to 9C0 and 100° C. the adsorption of zinc increased over the 
a~ount adsorbed at 20° C. The presence of copper ions in the system 
&reatly reduced the adsorption of zinc . This investication , although 
not designed to yield any estimate of the surface energetics involved 
in the adsorption of zinc on calcium carbonate , does indicate that 
calcium carbonate must be regarded as an adsorptive phase for the zinc 
ion . 
Calcium carbQnate and zinc deficiency 
The possibility that calcium carbonate may act as an adsorptive 
phase in t.'le soil was postulated by Leeper (1952) who concluded that in 
calcareous soils , calcium carbonate may be a strong adsorbent for heavy 
metals . The presence of calcium carbonate in the soil system does not 
necessarily indicate that a zinc deficiency ha~ard exists . On the con-
trary , calcareous soils of Utah, for exam~le , seldom suffer from zinc 
deficiency (Thorne ana Wann , 1950) . TilOrne, Laws, and Walli>ce (1942) 
have shown calcareous soils to contain 5reater amounts of available ac 
well as total zinc . They concluded that durine the soil forming process 
t.'le finer textured, more basic calcareous soils of limestone origin 
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retained zinc more strongly than the zinc deficient soils derived from 
more siliceous parent material. It was found that tr.e siliceous ~arent 
material , from which the zinc deficient soils were formed, contained the 
same amount of zinc as was found in samples of the limestone parent 
material . A possible factor in the ability of a calcareous soil to 
retain zinc could well be the adsorptive potential wtich the calciQ~ 
carbonate displays for the zinc ion. 
~1e presence of adequate quantities of ~inc for norr.~l plant grmfth 
~n calcareous soil~ is not a universal condition , for Leeper (l:t41J) has 
reported that "the unavailability of both nanganese and ::inc is particu-
l arly found in calcareous soils . " Thus , the relationship between the 
occurrence of zinc deficiency and the calciQ~ carbonate in the soil is 
not clearly defined. 
TI1ermoctynamics of adsorption at ~ solid-liquid interface 
Tile i nitial task in the develo~nt of a ~~eoretical approach by 
which it may be ~ossible to deten"..ine the thermodynamics of zinc 
adsorption on a lime mineral surface is the establishment of an adsorp-
tion process or 'reaction " from which an expression for the ct:ange in 
free ener gy can be derived. 
TI1e literature revealed that, co~:~pared with adsorption at the solid-
gas interface , relatively few attempts have been made to thermo-
dynamically describe the energetics occurring at the solid- liquid 
interface . 
Alexander and Johnson (1 '150) regarded the surface, A, as one phase 
and the solution, B, as another phase and considered adsorption as L~e 
distribution of a com,;onent between the t-Ho phases . iH.en equilibrium 
is established : 
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(1) 
where u5 • u~ + RTln as is the chemical potential of the solute molecule 
in a given phase. If an ideal system is considered, at constant tern-
perature and pressure , it can be shown t.>,at the decrease in free energy, 
AF, of a solute going from phase B to phase A is: 
(2) l:;F • - RTln K + RTln c! 
7 s 
where c5 is the concentration of the solute in its respective ~hase , K 
is the equilibrium constant, R is the universal gas constant, and T is 
the absolute temperature. If the reaction begins with c~ in some 
defined standard state and terminates with c~ in some defined standard 
adsorbed state, then equation (2) reduces to: 
(3) 
where 
(4) K D 
In equation (3) , /1 F0 is the standard free ener,;y change of transferring 
a mole of solute from its standard state in phase B t o its standard state 
in phase A. 
The equilibrium constant, K, can also be written as: 
(5) 
where ('! is the amount of adsorbed solute per unit surface area and f' 
is the thickness of the adsorbed layer. Equation (5) still assumes the 
ideal behaviour of the adsorbed molecules . 
A correction for non-ideal systems was presented by Fu , Hansen, and 
Bartell (1948) . They derived the expre3sion: 
(6) log rA • (u~ - ~ / 2.)RT) • log a 8 - l og ~ 
where rA is the activity coefficient of the adsorbed molecule , u~ and 
u~ is the standard chemical potential of t.lle molecule in its respective 
phases , aB is the activity of the molecule in the solution phase , and 
~ is the molality of t.lle adsorbed molecule in phase A, the adsorbed 
phase . 
If the adsorbed molecules remain ideal , a plot of log ~ ~· log 
a8 should yield a straight line. The observed deviations f ron a linear 
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plot permit the calculation of the activity coefficient of the adsorbate. 
Bartell, Thomas , and Fu (1951), using the above criteria for the 
measure of the ideality of the adsorbed molecules , applied equation (5) 
to the "ideal" portion of thei r adsorption isotherms and obtained an 
equilibriun1 constant for the adsorption of butyl alcohol on graphite and 
blood char. They assumed that the thickness of the adsorbed layer was 
~~ ~ro~s::::~.stional diameter of the adsorbed m~e~es . After 
calculating the equilibriU!O constant, the standard free enere;y of 
adsorption was obtained from equation (3) and the standard ent.llalpy, 
6 H0 , of adsorption was calculated from adsorption data col l ected at 
different temperatures and usin;; the relation: 
(7) 1!H0 • R T2T1 ln K2 
T2-Tl Kl 
J 
where K2 and K1 are the calculated equilibrium constants at temperatures 
T2 and Tp respectively. The authors failed, hmvever, to present a 
definite physical picture of the standard adsorption reaction which was 
described by their calculated thermodynaoic properties , ll F0 and AH0 • 
The approach to the t.llermodynamics ::>f adscr;:>tion from solution 
which is presented in t.'1e ~ rcceeding para~raphs is not considered com-
pletely adequate to describe the t. ~ r-<Jdynamics of ion adsorption on a 
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heteropolar surface . In t.>te theory develope:: by Alexander and Johnson 
(l oSo) , the adsorption proces~ is based on a molecular distribution 
between two phases . Thus both the cation and anion of an electrolyte 
are regarded as contributing equally to the free energy of adsorption . 
However , it is quite conceivable that when considerin~; a stron& electro-
lyte the relative location of a given ion within the force field of the 
adsorbinJ surface will determine that ion's contribution to the free 
energy of the process. Hence a theory based on ~olecular distribution 
between the surface ,hase and the solution ,>hase may not ;:;ive a true 
es t imate of the ene r getics of ionic adsor~tion. Another disadvantage 
of this theory is that , unl ess one assumes an ideal system, the activity 
coefficient of the adsorbed molecul e ~st be determined to arrive at the 
value of the standard free ener~ chance . 
A comflrehensi ve review of the thermodynamics used in describinG the 
process of dye inte raction at the fiber-liquid interf3ce is presented by 
Vickerstaff (1950). Basically onl y two systems form the foundation of 
the t.>ter.odynamics of adsorption of dye on fiber . '.lith modifications , 
these two systems are made to fit the specialized conditions of various 
dyeing processes . 
System 1 . Dye attracted to the fiber-solvent interfaces without being 
adsorbed on specific sites and with the ~ssibility of forming a mul t i-
molecular layer. 
The adsorbed phase , A, is considered to be anywhere within the 
restraint of the surface forces. 'fhe distribution of adsorbed dye 
molecules around the fiber being essentially described by a Juoy type 
diffuse double layer . When the reactants and ?rOducts are in their 
defined standard states and equilibrium is established isothermally with 
the solution phase , B, the standard free ene rw is: 
(8) - fjFo • RTI.n [Dj A - RTI.n [n]B 
v 
where· (n]A is the concentration of unionized adsorbed dye molecules on 
the fiber in moles per kilogram dry fiber, [n] B is the concentration of 
dye in the solution phase in moles per liter, and Vis the total volume 
of the surface phase in liters per kilogram dry fiber. '!he activity 
coefficient of the dye molecule in both phases is assumed one. This 
system is of the same nature as was previously described by Alexander 
and Johnson (1950). 
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If the dye is an ionizable salt, e. g., NazD• then the maintenance 
of electrical neutrality in the system requires that both the cation and 
anion must be transferred to the adsorbed phase A, thus: 
(9 ) 
- LI F0 .RTI.n (n~] A [trrA -RTI.n[n-)B [Na•]zB 
[Na• /V] A is the concentration of sodium ion in the fiber in moles where 
per kilogram of dry fiber and [!la•] B is the concentration of sodium 
ion in moles per liter in the solution phase . n- represents the dye 
anion and has the same dimensions as the dye molecule in equation ( 8). 
Equation (9) indicates that in the adsorbed state , A, both the cation 
and anion of the dye molecule are adsorbed equally and that the fiber 
exhibits no specificity for either ion . 
System 2. Dye adsorbed on specific sites at the fiber-solvent interface 
in a mononolecular layer. 
Here the fiber contains certain reactive sites which are capable 
of attracting~~ molecul es . When the site is occupied, it is no longer 
available for further adsorption. The sites are regaroed as being so 
far apart as to eliminate interaction between adsorbed molecules . With 
these conditions , Fowler and GuggenheiJ:l (1939) calculated on the basis 
10 
of statistical mechanics that the activity of the molecules in tile 
adsorbed state may be represented by e/(1 - e), where 9 is the fraction 
of sites occupied by the dye . At constant temperature , the free energy 
change of the defined standard reaction involvL~g unionized dye 
molecules is: 
(10 ) 
R, T, and [ DJB have the same significances as previously described . The 
standard adsorbed state is usually defined as 8 ~ 0 . 5. Vickerstaff 
(1950) derived a Langmuir-type adsorption isotherm starting with equa-
tion (10) . When the dye is an ionizable salt, KazD• and if one can 
assume independent sites for the positive and negative ions with no 
iroteraction between sites, the free enerQ' change of a defined standard 
reac tion is written as : 
- (J F0 ~ RTln [~) [ 6Na+ z - RTln [ Na• J ~ (n-]B 
1 - e0_ 1 - eNa• 
(ll) 
Here , sinc:e one assumes two distinct types of surface sites, the defined 
standard free eroergy change nust take into account the surface sites 
occupied by bot.IJ type ions of the ionized dye molecule . As written, 
equations ( 8) throuelJ (ll ) all assume ideal fiber- dye systems. 
The standard heat of dyeing is calculated from the following rela-
tion between the absolute temperature and the standard free energy 
change: 
(12 ) 
From the standard free energy and the standard heat of dyeing , the 
standard entropy of dyeing , tl 5°, can be calculated by t he equation: 
(13) 
The entropy of dyein;; is re.;arded as a neasure of the de.;ree of 
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orientation and restraint that the dye molecules suffer upon being 
adsorbed. However, no data for entropy change are presented. 
In the systems presented by Vickerstaff (1950), adsorption is 
again considered as a transfer of a component between two phases. No 
attempt was made, in the case of the ionizable dye salt, to differen-
tiate the ability of the different type ions to influence the free enerey 
of the adsorption process. Throughout the discussion, the assumption of 
ideal dye systems also remains as an inherent source of error and diffi-
culty when non-ideal systems are considered. Thus the disadvantages of 
using the theory of Alexander and Johnson (1950 ) are reproduced when 
using the methods as outlined by Vickerstaff (1950). 
Although not used at a solid-liquid interface phenomenon, the 
approach developed by Kemball and Rideal (1946) for the determination of 
the thermodynamics of organic vapour adsorption on mercury might serve 
as a guide in the problem of the thermodynamics of ionic adsorption at a 
solid-liquid interface. By starting with a vapour at its standard 
pressure, P0 , and by varying the pressure to a value, ~'eq.• which is in 
equilibrium with a chosen standard adsorbed state, the free energy 
change for a process conducted at constant temperature is given by: 
(J.h) li F • RTln P0 
~ 
The adsorption or transfer of the vapour molecules at equilibrium 
pressure, P eq., to the standard adsorbed state is not accompanied by a 
change in free energy, since at equilibrium: 
(15) 
Thus the total isothermal process of transferring a molecule from its 
standard vapour state to its standard adsorbed state is given by equa-
tion (14), which is equivalent to the standard free enerbY of adsorption. 
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The standard adsorbed state used by Kembal and Rideal (1946) was a con-
stant 2-dimensional surface pres sur e expressed in dynes/em . This 
pressure is related to a given amount of surface covera&e by (de Boe r, 
1953) FN K v RT, where F is the 2-dimensional pressure in dynes / em., N 
is Avogadro's number, cr is the number of molecules adsorbed/cm.2 of 
surface , R is the molar gas constant in ergs/deeree, and T is the 
absolute temperature . By finding the standard free energy chan5e of 
adsorption at two temperatures , T1 and T2, the standard entropy of 
adsorption can be found: 
(16) 
The standard heat of adsorption can then be calculated from: 
(17 i 
TI1e two properties, ll H0 and L'. S0 are derived for the mean temperature 
(T1 • T2)/2. 
T'ne use of an equation analo[;ous to equation (14) for the standard 
free energy of a defined adsorption process at a solid-liquid interface 
would enable one to obtai n the free energy change of the defined process 
without knowledge of the activity of the adsorbed ion or molecule , since 
it would be included in the definition of the standard adsorbed state . 
This approach, although eliminating the hazard of determining the 
activity coefficient of the adsorbate, still does not take into account 
any specific energy effects that may be caused by the relative distri-
bution of ions near the surface, since the theory was developed for the 
adsorption of neutral gas molecules . 
The work of Benton and Elton (1953) deals with the adsorp t ion and 
distribution of ions in the double layer and their effect on the free 
energy of adsorption . They obtained adsorption data of electrolytes on 
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silica and with the hel p of electrokinetic data calculated the number of 
ions in the fixed and diffuse portions of the double layer. This enabled 
them to determine the energies of adsor,:>tion of the individual ionic 
species involved. 
The total number of ions adsorbed on the silica, At , is divided 
between the fixed and diffuse layers . The number of positive ions , n+D' 
and the number of negative ions , n_D, in the diffuse layer are given for 
a uni-univalent electrolyte by (Graham, 1947): 
(18) n+ D ~ -2 An+ B [ 1 - exp( -e ~ /2kT J) 
and 
(19) n_D • - 2 }l n_B [ 1 - exp( e <f d/2kT l) 
l 
where ~ • (EkT/ 8 n nBe2) 2 , E • the dielectric constant, k. 
Boltzman 1s constant, T. the absolute temperature , n+B and n_B are the 
'bulk concentr ations of the positive and negative ions per cm . 31 
respect ively, e • the electronic charge , ljl d • the potential at the 
boundary between the fixed and diffuse layer, ani nB • n+ B + n_B. The 
authors assume that the zeta potential , J , coincides with ~ d in 
equations (18) and (19). They did , however , recognize the possible 
error involved in making this substitution. 
Equations (18) and (19) are based on the Boltzman distribution 
function which is valid only for ideal systems , tl1e only work considered 
being the electrical work involved in transporting an. :!.on from the bulk 
solution into the diffuse layer . Thus the ~stimatidn of the ion distri -
bution in the dif!'use layer will suffer accordingly h 3 the system 
deviates from ideality . 
The number of ions of species i per cm. 2, "iF• adsorbed in the 
fixed layer was calculated from: 
c: 
~ 
> ::c 
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The values of t'iD were obtained from equations (18) and (U) :lith 
o/ d·3· 
By usin~ the condition that at equilibrium the electrochemical 
potential of a .;iven ionic species is equal in all ,>has<os in whicb. it 
is soluble (OuJvenheim, 1950) , and by arbitrarily dividin; the electro-
chemical potential of the ionic species invol ved in the adsor~tion 
p'·enomena into its chenical and electrical portions , the following 
equation was derived for the free energy of adsorption, Ei, per Grum 
ion of species i . 
(21) 
wr.erc z1 is the val ence of s:Jecies i and F is a faraday of el ectricity. 
In equation (21) Benton and Elton assume that the zeta potential 
also repr esents the ave r age el ectrical potential in the fixed layer , 
Tr.is use of the ~eta potential as the measure of the avera6-e potential 
within the fixed layer is rec:arded by the aut..>10r as a hazardous assump-
tion, since it implies that a direct and known relation exists bet'.Yeen 
the potential that exists at tile plane of shear and the surface potential 
of the solid under conside-ation. Because of the uncertainty attached to 
the significance of t.J-,e zeta potential (Verwey and Overbeek , 1948) , the 
val idity of this assunption is not without question . Furthermore , the 
actual division of the electrochemical potential of an ionic specie into 
its components is re&arded by some ( Su.;t;enheim, 1950; as having no 
physical meanin::;. !t is !'lOted , that the authors only rec;ard ions tha t 
enter into the fixed portion of t.'le double l._yer as contributin~; to the 
free energy of adsorption , 
Tl,e revie<l of litera tuN revealed a surprisin,; lack of data per-
taininc to the thermodynamics of ionlc ad3-:>rption at the solid-liquid 
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interface . The study of Benton and Elton (1953) was the orJ.y study 
which attenpted to deal specifically with the free enere,y of adsorption 
of individual ions . The nature of their assumptions , however , tends to 
limit the usefulness of their approach . 
The determination of t he ther:oodynaoics of zinc adsorption on lime 
minerals requires that a suitable tr.eory be developed which not only 
correlates with the data collected , but one which is also ther.nodynami-
cally ricorous in its derivation . 
TI!EORY 
In this study , Stern ' s :nod!..fication on e,e ::Juoy-C!-'.apt'lan theory 
(Kruyt , 19)2) of the electro- chell'ical double layer is used to describe 
the interaction of t•.e zinc ion wit;, lime miner~ls. For this purpose , 
specific and ncn- specific adsor,;tion o~ ions :'ro11 solution by ionic 
c~~s~als are to ~ defined . 
15 
!!on- specific adsor,;tian occurb ._,hen no .,a:r-ticular chemical or 
JBO'Q1tric relati:msh.:.:J exists ·..A;t:.•cen the ;.o:-~s in solution and the 
adsorbing surface . The adsOl".:-'tiorj proccs:3 is doni.nated by :.he c!'large 
t~at exists at or near the surface of the crystal. .. dsor;>tion in this 
sense is not trul y a surface interac+.ion, but it is r e,;arded as essen-
tially an ionic re-arrangement or orientation whose func tion is the 
maintenance of electrical neutrality in the system. Non- specific 
adsorption oc• urs predo•ri.nate1y in the ro jon of the double layer l'lhere 
the decline of the electric ,.otential follows an exponential type curve , 
i . e ., in the diffuse double layer. 
Specific adsorpti:m , on the other hand , is do::"cnated by the 
affinity of the surface for a given ion and is considered an ion -
lattice interaction . A relaLively stron6 chemical o r favorable 
geooo·tr ic relationship can commonly be found betweE'n the adsorbed ion 
and the ad~orLln,; ~urface . In S;Jecific adsor"tion , the surf~ce charie 
pl ays a less izportant role in det&rminin~ which ion is to be adso rbed 
than in the C<.tse of non -specific adsor "tioP . ';he decidin;; criteria for 
adsorption is the f ree energy of attraction that exists between an ion 
17 
and a given surface . It is helpful to think of the free enerbY chan~e , 
t:. F 1 accompanyint; an isothermal adsorption ,>rocess as determined by t'no 
factors 1 one is the enthal,;y chan0'E> 1 f:J H, rel.1ted to the chemical 
forces; the other is the entr oj))· chant;e , C. s, J?rimaril y related to U1e 
geometric freedom of the particles . Thus an ion whose char~e has the 
same sign as the surface can be specifically adsorbed if the force of 
attraction is !;;r eat enouc;h t o overcome the existir.t; e lectrical barrier 
presented by the surface charge , and if its corres~nding l oss in 
entropy on being restrained by the surface forces is not so c reat as t o 
outweiGh the effect of t!oe attractive forces . Specific adsorption occurs 
in a re~ion which includes the surface layer s of the crystal l attice as 
well as a monomolecul ar l ayer of ions or molecules in di rect contac t with 
the surface . The latter, outermost part of the specific udsorption 
region is known as the Stern l ayer . !!ere the electr ical potential drop 
is actually unknown althou~h it is usually considered as equivalent to 
that of a ,;lane iJarallel condenser . TLis de fin~ tion if,cludes the 
possibilities that s~cifically adsorbed ions may be incorpor ated into 
the lattice or may be held in a ,...,rtially hydrated sbte adjacent to 
the lattice . 
In many cases the Fajans- raneth rul e (Fajans , 1Y31) may be used to 
get a first a,>proximati on of tr.e specificity that may exist between the 
ion in sol uti on and a ,;iven ionic lattice . This rule may be stated as 
f ollows: ions 11hich fonn the least soluble or least dissociated co:n-
pounds with oppositel y chart;ed ions on the surface will be most strongly 
adsorbed , Consider a system in which a zinc chloride solution is in 
contact with a positively d:arged carbonate mineral surface . Applica-
tion of the Fajans-raneth rule allows one to predict that the zinc ions 
l~ 
~y be specifically adso~bed on t~e carbonate mineral surface since t~e 
z:Cnc and carbonate ions are kul\vn to .:om a r-lat:!.vely insoluble corn-
pound . The ;Jredicated ads or ;;tion .,recess can be schematically ~<ri tten 
as : 
(22) + 
. . r, + 
where (X~o 3~ represents t~e positively cllar.;ed surface of an insoluble 
alkaline earth carbonate , X is a divalent alkaline earth , and y is any 
frac tional n·c':lter . It is ;JQstulated by t!'lo a boyc fo::-n:ulation t!'lat +.::e 
=inc ion is specifically ;,.dsorbed while tC.e cl.loride ion is non-
spec i fically oriented in the diffuse double laye r since no particul ar 
chemical or ;;eor.Jetric rela tionshi,. is e\·idcnt between the c~1 loride ion 
"nd the crystal la t t::.ce in c;uestion . 
To exiJress the a Cove ndso rptior }lrocess in a c1uanti tative way , we 
eval uate the free ener,_:y c~anec correStJOndint... to the t r ansfer of zinc 
and c!'llor:de ions fran: the bulk solution into the appro,;;riate parts of 
the double layer or lattice . uur ,;o;,.l is to U!1derstand how the ,or o;;-
erties of tr.e ir.dividual ions influence the drivin;; force , A F0 , of the 
net adsor ,-tion pr ocess . Unfortu.'rately, the necessity of preserv~ng 
electrical ne'>trality makes it im,X>ssible t o study a ,;recess in w:r i ch 
only the cation or anion is ads0rted . T.~us there is an inherent diffi -
cul ty in deciding hmv r:uch each kind of ion c rmtributes to the net 
v&l ue of .1) F0 • It is su,:;gested t.'1at tr.:!.s difficulty can be lar;;ely 
avoi ded if o"e assu:nes ~"rat t'oe counter ion is non - specifically adso r bed , 
in the s ense defined above . 
The contribution that non- specific adsorpti on of a counter ion 
makes to the free enerey of Ure system is nrn1 considered . Verwey and 
Overbeek (1CJ49 , regardinG the diffuse l ayer as being )lart of the 
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solut!.on phase , concluded that the electrical energy libera wd is just 
balanced by the decrease in entropy of the ion that occurs nh~n it is 
transferred , at constant temperature and pressure , !rom t~e bulk solu-
tion to a recion of hi,jler concentration in the diffuse layer . Thus 
the net contribution of ~~e oriented counter ions in the diffuse layer 
to the free energy of a system (neglectine; tdV work) is zero . Strictly, 
this result can only apply to the limiting case in which the counter ion 
has the same close range environment in the diffuse layer as in the bulk 
solution . \Ve shall define the ideal non- specific adsorption or orienta-
tion process as one which obeys the above condition . The distinction 
between ideal and non-ideal orientation has been ne~lected in this study 
because it is probably of minor inportance when the specific adsorption 
of the other ion is strong . 
The assumption that the chloride ion is ideally orientP.d in the 
diffuse layer of lime minerals and hence does not contribute to the free 
energy of the adsorption ,.,recess seems justified because the chlorides 
of calcill!:' , ma.;nesiu:n , and zinc "re all soluble stron;; electrolytes and 
also because t~e dimensions and c~arb~ of t~e chloride ion are too far 
rer.lOved from those of the carbonate io:1 to fit into t~.e lime mineral 
lattice . The radii of t~e chloride and carbonate ion are l . ql ~and 
1.25 J!, respectivel;,· (Evans, 1948) . 
With this assumption in mind , chloride can be eliminated from 
equation (22) and the free enert,Y change , tJ F , may be determine d from 
the follOl'line; : 
(23) • ZnH aq Jl constant 
n• ,. .., ~ere ~ represents the ionic strength of the solution ann (Xcv3 ) -n e 
is a surface co!"lplex or quasi-solld surface phase whose composition and 
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c.activity , Ct._, 
lr :he ~·1:: _<:,:: (): 1 .illinolr E vf z:.;:c adso!'beJ pc~ unit 
~vcc 3 ~ , .... lsc r-ay del""e!ld on E:t tv "' .t.c c~tant , .. .r1at c: anc:;es i.n the electri-
for Jny frocess the free ener& change is: 
(2L) 
w<oere n:.. e.,·.:al:; t:-~ :c·cir.:::Cr of ;:,.,1~ and • i ~ f . 0 + R'fin «i is the partial 
r.10 <>.l free c:--.er .:::r of Cv .. ,onePt i . E.:!ch of: ~.-: tr.o solid ;:J'"'.ases at i ~ l 
tc 5.lY that t~.e.:,c soliCs <:.n:: tJ-.en in ~:·..: .. r 3ta!K~ard ~tCtt~:: a.: u •. ~t.. 
act 1 v l ty, i . e • ' r:. ., ~0 .: a. :td cl. 
'l'!.tlo fu~ t.~e net ~~rcceDs of o1:oati"'l ... (23~ at f "" 1 atmos}lhere WQ 
have: 
( 25) 
w:-.ere lJ F !"<?~\.:~ to the r'roce.ofi co:~t.u: ~ed at a fixed <9 . ~!ere , and 
R ~ave the.:.:-- usual si~ni!"icancc~ . n' e ~ilibriw- , wi U: t and ~ fixed , 
t:.e t-.10 zolid t>haBes are in stu't.lc c::.-r.~:..act wit.~ ea.ch other .md ·:,ith a 
de~it.j te concentrutior: o: L<..i..:1c ion in sol•tt.ion ; t.~e beneral conuition 
::Jr t' i.s Jt.Jtr rt.~__;.ires 
(26) 
t'"lat AF 
" 
o. !lence-: 
l'Lero "e 11 r~fe:-s to etittilibriui'1 ccrd.:.t::>ns . r:·.is is e~uivalcnt to: 
ll Fcc! R R1'lr. ( ~r .. , ec; . '( zn++ , eq.l 
where the: :'m" d.l1d 11 y 11 refe:- ... o t!'le r_oldl. ty ~'1C acti'tit:,· coefficient , 
res:-ectivcl~, , or the zinc icr: in e ::.libriuo with the st3.nda.rd s•.1rface 
coo;1,lex and ( xco3 )n+ . 
If the temperature coefficient of (j F09 is determined, one can 
evaluate the standard entropy of adsorption , D. S09 , and the standard 
heat of adsorption, ~ H0 »• through the well-known relations: 
(28) 
and 
(29) 
Thus , Qr measuring at various temperatures the concentration of 
just the zinc ions in a solution equilibrated with the two solid 
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phases, adsorbent and standard surface complex, it is possible to 
evaluate both the geometrical and energetic contributions of the driving 
force of the standard adsorption process. This standard process or 
"reaction" is defined through equation (23) as one in which zinc ion 
starts at its standard state of unit activity in the bulk solution, 
reacts with the surface of a given mineral in its standard state, and 
terminates with zinc in a standard adsorbed state. The standard 
adsorbed state is defined as a distinct phase existing as a surface com-
pl ex of definite composition and unknown thickness, i . e., corresponding 
to some arbitrary fixed fractional surface c:, CJra;;e e. For all three 
minerals in this stu-i, , 9 is fixed at the C<)nvenient figure of l.CO x 
lo-7 m.e. of zinc ion adsorbed per cm.2 of surface area, thus providing 
a rational basis of conparing surfaces. The importance of specifying a 
constant ionic strengt.l-J , .y'-1• in defining the standard process will be 
appreciated when it is realized that the value of ~ establishes the 
activity coefficient, Y' , of the zinc ion; it a lso determines t."le solu-
bility of the mineral phase , thereby influencing the surface ar ea; and 
for a given surface potential the structure of the double layer depend3 
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on )1• The ind:..vid1.1al act:vity ccefficiePts of the zinc i'Jn at various 
teml'€ratures were calculated from the known ionic strcneth by a :nociified 
form of t:.e DebyeJ'uckel tl":eory a~ pre:;ented l:y rortar. .me 3ockris (l<l)l) . 
It is understood that the re-orient;,tion of the counter _ons in the 
diffuse layer always acco"paniuo the st<>ndard adsor,,tion reaction even 
t.hough the anion does not apt£<..1" in (;(;ua t:on ( 23) . TI1e re-oi ienta tion 
does not co!'! tribute to t:..e vaLw~ vf 0 ?~ l:t ' however , if our assumptions 
a re valid . 
All minerals used in this study were obtained in their ,;a tural 
crystalline state1 and prior to use were ground for a,,.,roximately 40 
hours in a ball mill charbed with flint ~bbles . 
The surface area of the line dnerals used in t:.is study was 
detemined by the ethlylene elycol retention method as descrit<:d by 
Bower and Gschwend (1952) . rrior to t.he surface area measurements the 
minerals were equilibrated at 30° c. in a sodium chloride solution of 
O. Cl ionic Etrength and then filte r ed . The pre- treatment of the lir.1e 
minerals in the sodiur.1 chloride solution permitted tJ--,e surface area 
2.3 
measurements to be taken under c:mdi tions similar to those that existed 
in tr.e mineral syste::1s when the adsor)Jtion isot..f-term data were collected . 
A sat:~ple of known surface area, obtained fror.1 •r,e ~r~tEd St~tes 
Salinity LaboratorJ , Riverside, California, was included in each batch 
of lire mineral sam,.>les whose surface area was to be deteTr"-ined . TI;is 
was done to verify t.f-te ,.>oint on the glycol retention curves "here it 
was assumed that the monolayer of ethylene glycol was fo:r.ncd . The 
amount of glycol retained by duplicate samples was re producible v1i thin 
5 to 6 per cent . The amount of et.l-Jlyll!ne [llycol retained by tJ--,e 
filtered r..inerals is sl:own in figure l. The specific surface area , 
calculated frc::1 the data of figure 1 , was 6 , 78 m?/g . for calcite , 11 . 9 
l. ~e calcite w •S obtained from Coleman and Bell Co., ~:or.~ood , Ohio , 
and 11as a standarcizing frade Iceland Spar. Tr.e col ocite and 
calcian-ma:.:nesi te were obtained from \'lard 1s :latural Science i:.st ., 
Inc ., Roc!--.ester , New York . 
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Figure 1. The retention of ethylene glycol by liloo minerals 
m?/c, . for dolomite , and 2S.8 m~/g . for calcian-magnesite . 
Qualitative estimation of the surface cl':ar;;e of line minerals 
The zeta potential of the line mineral used was quali tat.i vely 
determined by using the principal of electro- osmosis (Klu,~, 1952) . 
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Two pieces of straight glass tubinc , with an inGide diameter of 4 mrn . , 
were connected for convenience by a ~ieee of plastic tubing , 3 inches 
long, which permitted ~~e system to be bent to resemble a U-tube . The 
mineral whose zeta potential was to be measured was packed to form an 
irr~ovable mineral plug in the section of ~lastic tubi~b . A dispersing 
liquid was carefully introduced into bo~~ t,lass tubes until the mineral 
plug was thor ou;;hly moistened . More liquid 11as then added until it 
reached the same level in both arms of the simulated U-tube . An 
electrode was inserted in the dispersinb l iquid in each tube and a 1 
kilovolt potential was placed across the immovable mineral JJl uc . Tbe 
source of J,Jotential was a liuclear l.lodel 165 scaler (Nuclear Instmnent 
and Chemical Corp., Chicaco , Ill . ) 7he dis;>ersine; liquid then assumed 
the char~ opposite to the zeta potential of the mineral in the plug 
and r ose in t.~e glass tube which had the proper electrode . The appara-
tus was calibrated using negatively char Ged soil and clay as the porous 
plug , the dispersing liqui d rising in the tube containing the negative 
electrode . lhe charge of the zeta potential using both re-distilled 
water and 0 . 01 !! sodium chloride solution as the dispersing liquid 1vas 
positive for all three lime minerals . It was assumed that the surface 
potential of the minerals had the same charge as the zeta potential , 
i . c., positive . 
The chemical COI!!j)osi tion of the line ninerals 
One- tenth graM of each mine r al used in the study was treated with 
0 .1 !! hydrochl oric acid and heated until all acid- soluble r..aterial was 
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dissolved . The solution was then diluted to 500 ml . with re-distilled 
water and analyzed for calcium and maGnesium ~/ titration with ethlyene-
diaruinetetraacetate (United States De,,art!l'€'1t of A._;ricul t •1re , 1954) . 
The ratio of macnesium to calcium found in solution was used as ~~e 
ratio that existed in a ;;iven r.Uneral. 2 No trace of ma.:;nesium was found 
in the dissolved calcite sample, Dolor.U te had a 1!r;/Ca ratio of 0 . 87 , 
and calcian- magnesite (Dana , 19Sl) had a !~G/Ca ratio of 17 . 3 . 'Ihe 
calcian-magnesite will be re!'erred to as ca-,r.a[;ne~i te in the remainder 
of the study . 
The 11ater suspension pH of each mineml in equilibrium with the 
atmosphere was measured with a elasc electrode and a Becknan !.:odel II 2 
pH meter (B~ckman Instrument , Inc ., Sou~~ ,asadena , California) , The 
pH measurements of the minerals were as follows: calcite , P .L 2; 
dolomite , 8. 65; ca-mab'!1esite , 8. 813 . The pH of the ninerals equilibrated 
with a sodium chloride solution which had an ionic stren5 t!c of v . Ol ~¥as 
as follows: calcite , 8 . 28; dolomite, 6.43; ca-na~esite, 8 . 42 . The 
lower ,,H value:; in the higher ionic streng~~ systens is ,_robabl;-. due to 
the reduced activity of the hydroxyl ions lfhicl: are ,reduced durin.:; the 
hydrolysis of the lime minerals , 
Experimental ;:>roced'.lre 
A zinc chloride solution ta::;ged with radioactive zn65 Wi!a titrated 
with 0 . 010 !:! sodium b.ydroxide to the pH of a water suspension or the 
given mineral in equilibrium wi~>, the atmosj.Jhere , 'll';e solution was 
di~ested for l ho'.lr at W 0 to 70° c. , to help coa6-ulate the precipi~te , 
and cooled to room temperature ( 20°-24 ° C.) The pH >Tas re-adjusted and 
the solution was filtered through ;\'hatman :;o, 42 filter paper to 
2 , Analyses of t.~e lime :nineral solutions were done by the Soil Testing 
Labora torJ , Cru:1pus . 
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remove the precipitated ~ inc hydroxide . The filtrate served as a source 
of tageed zinc ions. The concentr ation of zinc in the fi l trate was deter-
rr~ned by measuring the zn6S activity in a given aliquot and compa~ing it 
with a standard of known zinc concentration . 
Five millierams of gro1.U1d mineral were put in each of several 125 
ml . :--yrex Erlenmeyer flasks and treated with varying amounts of zinc . 
ll1e total volwne of the system was maintained at 60 :d ., and the ionic 
strenc;th was kept constant at 0 . 01 by the addition of a sodium chloride 
solution. The sus,:>ensions were shaken at const<.nt tem;:>erature until 
equilibrium was established . The tem,.,erature was =intained constant by 
partially submerGing the Erlenmeyer flasks in a water bath . The tempera-
ture of the bath was controlled by an Aminco 11Qui kset " bi-!ll€tallic 
thermoreGUlator (American Instrument Co ., Silver Sprin.:; , !!d . ) which had 
a sensHivity of O. OS0 c. A oercury capillary tube t!"lermoncter was used 
to measure the tenperature of the water bath . The t!"ler:noneter was 
factory calibrated and had a range of 0° t o 50° C. wit.'l C.l0 subdivisions . 
The mineral suspensions lfere quantitatively re!:loved f r om the fl~sks and 
filtered unde,. vacuum throu;::h t.'lree thicknesses of Whatman :·o . h? filter 
paper in a Trace rlab !Lodel E- BA stainless steel filtering apparatus 
(Tracerlab Inc. , Boston, !Lass . ) :'he filtered sus!JSnsions were first 
v1ashed wi t21 re-distilled Ylater, then wi t.'l 95 per cent alcohol to remove 
any t r ace of solution wh:!.ch may have been retained by the mineral sus -
!JSnsion. The filter paper discs upon which the sus pensions were 
collected were removed from the filtering ·apparatus and the mineral 
analyzed for Zn6S. The a~ount of zinc adsorbed on duplicate samples 
was reproducible wi t.'lin S per cent . Corrections were made on all data 
for zinc adsorption on the filter paper and on the Erleruneyer flasks , 
as will be discussed later. After all corrections were made on the 
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adsorr>ti:;n data , ':.lee equilitrLun cor.centration of z~::c i~n ;ras obtained 
b:, 3'J.\.;tracting ~..t:e amount of zinc adsorbed fror.. the tnown a~ount. .Jf zinc 
i"itially added to the system , All water used throu.:;Lout the study was 
re-distilled ir. Pyrex . 
T:~c rate cf zinc adso:-;>tion .2!} lime m: 1crab 
1'ne ].>rocedure '1Sed to measure t'Je rat8 of adsor.;tior. of zinc on a 
0 :1-3n mineral ~·1as identical to t!-:e method. de!lcribed :1tove ~or :>b~ini!lg 
adsorption isot."1erm data . T"ne excet)lion was t!'lat a eiven miner~l l'l:lS 
tr2u~,ed wit!: only one (:Oncen-:ration of zinc, i. =· , 3. ] x l ..; -:.; :;4Cles/ 
lit8:-, anC t.'tat tf:e ads.J~;>ti'Jn o: ~inc V1aS l.!e~sureJ ab<:inst ti:--:c . 'I'he 
~ate of adsorption WG.G measurad at 25 . 1° C., ·,y:,ich '.-<J.:lS the lowes: 
te-,;>eratu:-e used in obtaininc adsorptlon dats . At this ten,oerature the 
rate of zlnc adsorption on the m:.~eral surface was assumed to be lc.wer 
than t.'1e rate of adsorption at the h i.:;Ler te:n,Jera tures used in the 
::tudy :Glass tone, 1946) . The results of zinc adsorption meas,ued .:t.;ainst 
':c:cJe are shmvn in ficure 2, Tlce adsorpti.Jn equilibl'O.urc, at 2S . l° C., 
was reached in ·S hours in the calcite s:ystem , ffi ho~rs in t."e dol;:)r.ti te 
s;,·3--.er- , and 48 hours in the ca-ma~nesi te sy8tem. 
Zi.1c adsor~tton ~ :'ilter 11a,_er 
To fi:1d the amount of zinc retained b;r the filter papc,. in the 
filterln~ a:J~ar-atus , adsor;;tion isotherms were run on What:nan :~o . 24 
filter pa;>er . 
Three filter pa;>er discs were plilcod in t!Je stainless steel f ilter-
inc; apparatus and ffi ml . of ta,;ged zinc solution , maintained at an ionic 
s tren(>t!'l of O. Cl with sodiuo chloride , was filtered , The concentration 
of tagGed zinc was varied to obtain an adsorption isot.'1erm. TI1e filter 
paper discs were washed with wo.ter , t.'1en with 95 per cent alcohol. !'he 
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Figure 2. The rate of zinc adsorption on lime minerals at 25 .1° c. 
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discs were removed from the filterinG a,)j)aratus and t:Oeir activity 
measured . Varying t.'Je pH of the zinc solution between 8 . 2 and 2. 5 did 
not noticea:cly il~luence the adsorption of zinc by t.'Je filter paper. 
The data in fi.:;ure J represent the adsorption at Iii 8. )8 w!.lch is the 
intermediate: ec;uilibri.llr.! p;; cf the li:ne miw'<rals equilibr.lted in a 
sys tern wi t~1 an ionic s treneth of 0 . 01. 
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Thlrine the experimental procedure , used in obtaining adsorption 
isotherm data from the mineral sy3tems , the activity measurement of tt.e 
filterad mineral suspension included the total <idso:-ption of zinc on the 
dneral ;:>lus the adsorption o:: zinc on the Glter pa;;er used in the 
i' ll terin.:; ajJ,.•::u-atus . By substractif\3 the total l'!~asured amount of zinc 
adsorbed from the amount of zinc initially added to the sys t em, an 
estimate could be made of the ClJ.Uilibrium concentration o:: zinc in a 
,_,ivcr. 'nincral filtrate . TI1e knowledt:a of the equilibrium concentration 
of zinc permitted an ap~rojJriate co r rection factor to be obt~ir~u from 
t.:1e adsorvtion is0the!"!'l sLown in fi;;ure J. This c0rrection factor was 
:..:1..1btrac ted fror: t:-~e to~al ad.Jor}Jtion o: :inc or: t!-ie ~ner?.l .J.:1d L!le 
filt• .. r ;la?e~ discJ . ':1-.. e a:Jount of zinc adsorbed on t~c rr.ineral YLi.S then 
obta~ne:l , 
Zinc ads.J:';'t1 or. .£::.. ?..:-l13nmcye r !1..:;. ~k:; 
The zinc adsor?tion on t:.e flasks was (~ete:rrr.2.:m::-! L--ecausc zi:tc iOns 
arc :n contact .<i th e-.e inside su::-faces of tl:e .irlc:.meyer f l asks du::-inG 
perio:is of s"vt.l{i:lf:> 
~: .l::"ious ar:ounts of tCLGG8d ~ir.c solut.:.m.l ·::ere &JCed to ranJocly 
select(;d ErleJimEy.=:r flasVs w!':ich were used d·..1 r:..nt.. t.::e study . 'Ihe total 
voltL""Je of L~e zi:.c solution ·.va5 tcpt at (jJ ~:ll .. and the ionic strength 
rr.ainta~ned at u , 0l Ly the addition of a sod.i.wr cLloride solution. :' e 
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Figure 3. Zinc adsorption on \'lhatman No. 42 filter paper 
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pl. of 1;!· e solutions was f:e,:>t at a,:>proxi!:!ately 3 . 3 ·~ ;;r.d t.'o~ Eacks ware 
evarorated under .s. heal. lamii , and t.La activi1.y measured . .lhe differ~nce 
tetwecn the cor.centration of zir.c initi.>ll, added to the D.a3ks and L'oe 
ar.count in soL.:tion after shaking W«s ret;arded as the ru::ount o~ zinc 
adsorbed on the ·.-;.,lls of the flasks . The avcra~e zinc ads0:·bed on the 
Erlenr.~eyer flas,cs in three detenninations is showc, in fi,:ure 4. Diffi -
c ·1l ty wa!i enco~:1tered i~ :;.aint;.ining a constant p!: in the unbuffered 
systeir.s durinG _Jerloda of sr.a:<in;:: . The variatio" in ;ll{ between rc;:>lica-
ti:ms after Gocaking •r.as fro:n 0 .2 to 0 . 3 units. T"!e effect of tcr:pera-
ture on t:.e ac:'so,-ption of zinc on the flask walls was not more 
thoroughly investigated since it \vas thougr.t thf!t the variation in the 
ptl of the zinc solution precluded the possibility fa:- greater accuracy 
in the effect of tem]Jerature on adsorption . 
The correction for zinc adsorption on the .:lrlenme:yer flasks was 
uppliec after the amount of zinc adsorbed on a ,iven li:oe mineral <~nd 
ti.e a;,.parent ec;uilibri= concentration of zinc were obtained . :'he 
af)parent equilii.,riu.-.: concentration o~ zinc wa3 calculated by subtract-
inc the QJ!lount of zinc adzorbe:d on t,r,e mineral frC!ll the amount 
initially added to the system. Fror1 this a,:>parent equilibriUr.I concen-
tration , the anount of zinc adsorbed on the flasks was obtc.ined from 
figure 4. TI1e a~ount of zinc ad~orbed on the f l asks was subtr acted 
from tl~e a:;~arent eq'lilibriur concentration to arrive at the 11 true" 
equilibrium concentration of zinc in a civen lime ~ineral system. 
Ra.di oac ti vi ty measurel:'er. ts 
All raciozinc was obtained from the Oak Ridge C.aboratorles of the 
Atomic EnerGY Co~ssion . :t w.:1s received in the forn of zinc cl:l oride 
and ·.1as :~ssayed as 99 per cent pure . 'Norking solutions of ~n65 were 
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2 4 5 
CONCN. OF ZN IN MICROMOLESIL. 
Fi~:~~re 4. Zinc adsorpti on on Pyrex Er lenmeyer flasks 
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made by dilution of 1 part isotopic zinc crloride to 4 parts stable :line 
chloride . 
All radiation measurements were made with a lluclea r !:.odel D.:i-1 
scintillation detector supplied with a sodilli~ iodide-thallium activated 
crfstal . This detector is sensitive to g~ radiation . Pecause of 
6 
the low resolving time of 20 x 10- seconds , ~~e counts lost during a 
single radiation measurement were always less than 0 . 2 per cent of t.l-Je 
COQ~tinb rate . Thus no ccrrect:on was made on the data for coincidence 
loss . ~- detecting or~y the gamma co~ponent of zn65 radiation, t~e need 
for self adsor,.Jtion corrections was also eliminated. All activities 
measured were conpared with a standard of knOI'IIl zinc concentration . The 
standard used had the sare pile date as the zinc used in the working 
solution ; hence no correction was !l'.ade on the data for activity decay. 
The statistical countin(O "error" calculated as the standard deviation 
varied between 1.8 to 1.25 per cent for all samples measured . 
RSSU.TS A!:D DISCUSSIO:'l 
FiGUre 5 (see Appendix A for tables of numerical data) sho"s the 
adsorption of zinc on calcit~ and the cf~ect of temperature on this 
reaction . The adsorption decre.lses w:!.th increasing temperature , indi -
eating an exothermic process . The adsorption isotherms indicate a 
reGion of sur~ace saturation :oll~~ed by incre~sed adsorption at an 
I _6 
equi1ibriu;1 c~ncentration o~ at~proximately .; . 3 x 10 !.!. Since multi-
layer adsorption at a solid-liquid interface is quite rare (deEoer , 
1953) , the final increase l:1 adsor,,tion -:1ay be attributed to a second 
tyye of adsorption site in t.'Je Stern layer which bec:Jmes inportant as 
the concentration of zinc ion exceeds the saturation of type 1 sites . 
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Only the surface ,X,ase coryespondin.:; to b pe 1 sites will be considered 
in this study. The fornat.io~ cf zinc car'Jonate is n:>t iJOSSibl e because 
the actiYi ty of the zinc ion is Lelow that n;q·;ired to precipitate zinc 
carbonate in a calcite syste...,, accordon.; to t.'Jc knmm solubility 
products and activity coc.ficients . 
Fi.,-ure 6 (see Appendi x A) represents t.'le adsorption of zinc on 
dolonite . The s urface reacti on differs noticeably from the reaction 
th.-t occurred in t.'Je cal cite syster.1 . ~!o surface saturation is evident 
in tr.e concentration ran~e of the zinc used and en ir:creas~ in tempera-
ture causes an increase r~~~er than a dec rease in the adsorJtion of 
zinc , ~~us indicatinG a distinct differenca in the relc~tio, 01' t.IJe zinc 
ion to the dolo!:'i te surface as co:cjJ«mrl with the calcite cu::-:fC~ce . 
Data collected i:1 the ca- r:acne:;i t£ systcB are s~-:..ow!"'. in fi,_;ure 7 
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CONCN. OF ZN IN MICROMOLES/ L. 
Fi6ure 5. The effect of temper ature on the a?sorption of ~inc by 
calc ite . 9 corresponds to 1 x 10- me . zinc/em. of calcite 
surface , 
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EQUILIBRIUM CONCN. OF ZN IN MICROMOLES/L. 
Figure 6. The effect of temperature on the ad7orption of zinc by 
dolomite. e corresponds to l x 10- me. zinc/emf. of 
dolomite surface. 
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Figure 7. 
.6 
CA- MAGNESITE 
I 2 3 4 
EQUILIBRIUM CONCN. OF ZN IN MICROMOLESIL. 
The effect of teLJperature on the a dsorption rp: zinc by 
calcian-magnesite. 9 corresponds to l x 10- me. zinc/em? 
of calcian-magnesite surface. 
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(see Appendix A) . By increasir: ;; tl!e ;;ercenta,;e of '"a;:;nesium carbonate 
in the !Tiine r<>l, the total adsorption of zinc per unit area is increased 
and , as in tl".e dol o::d.te s:rstem, the rea~ticn is endcther.!!ic . -:'he 
isothc:-r.: data wer"' taken ove-:- a sm1ller temperature r anee in the ca-
ma~nesi te syster. because the stronc intc·raction of the zinc l.on with the 
surface prevented the full effect of temperature to be observed over a 
greater r.:;.I"lbe for the same fractional surface covera;;e , e. 
A clearer picture of zinc adsorption or. l irr.e :tinerals can be 
rea~i::.ed if t!-".--. results are :-ec;arded on a unit surface &rea basis 
instead of a ·:~.:.t Il!ass basis . A calculation b<iscd on zinc adsorptior. at 
2~.1° c. and at an equaibrium concentration of 1 x 10- c !.!. ~_;ives the 
ratio of ~inc adsorbed pe r square meter of mineral surface as 1 : 1 . 12 
1.~4 fer .-,alcite, dolo::d.te , and ca-magnesite , respectively. This ratio 
is a function of tern,oerature and tl,e equilibriwt concer:tntion and v1ill 
vary as •:.e conditions are altered . The results , however , show con-
siderably less adsorptive difference bet;veen Jll.ine!'als than is s>wvm by 
the adsor,tion isotherms . 
A calculation based un the knO'.m structure and area of a unit cell 
face , as shown in fiG~re 8, indicates that an appreciable fraction of 
the possible adsorption sites on all three minerals are covereu by the 
zinc ion even at solution concentrations as low as a few rnicrornol es per 
liter. T'nus the standard surface complex adopted here cor responds to a 
coverage of about 10 per cent of the available sites assuming that each 
x++ position in a cleavage plane could be occu~ied by a zinc ion . This 
re l atively hieh affir.ity of the xco3 surfaces for the zinc ion is in 
harmony with t.'le Fajans-. aneth rul e cited earlier . 
It sl:ould be noted that :he reproducible curves of fic;ures S, 6 , 
and 7 are characteristic of adsorption processes and cannot be explained 
SCHEMATIC UNIT LATTICE 
a.. IONIC RADII K SP S~E GROUP 
CAC03 6.36A
0 le06A0 4.8 X 10-9 R3C 
MGC03 5e63A
0 Oe78A0 leO X 10-f> R3C 
ZNC03 5e67A
0 O.S3A0 9.9XI0- 11 R3C 
Figure 8. Schema tic unit l attice of the calcite group l!Ii.neral s (only 
metallic ions represented) 
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by postulating an ordinary chemical reaction betv~een the zinc ion and 
the carbonate radical . In the case of ca-magnesite, one might have 
expected a precipi tation of zinc carbonate·, !mowing the relatively high 
carbonate i on concentration fumished by a saturated solution of pure 
maenesium carbonate (see fi ._,ure 8) . Adsorption equilibrium, hO'IIever , 
was obtained when only a small percentage of the ca-magnesite surface 
was covered by zinc . Even at the hi~1est concentration of zinc ion the 
amount of zinc adsorbed was considerably l ess than tr.at required for a 
monolayer of zinc car bonate . A zir.c carbonate preci pitation , once 
started, would have led to a conplete coverage of the surface . Further-
more , under the condition of constant. ionic strength , the carbonate 
concentration in t he equilibrium solution would be constant over the 
entire range of each isotherm. Thus it would require that the zinc ion 
concentration assume a constant value if zinc carbonate were present , 
which is contrary to data . The behavior of ca- magnesite can probably be 
explained by the modification of properties caused by the substitution 
of calcium ion in tl1e ma;::nesium carbonate l attice . 
Explanation .£!:: isothems i n terms of crystal structure 
The modification of interionic distances in the crystal l attice by 
the introduction of the magnesium ion in the calc ite l attice is con-
sidered to be the source of the differences in adso r ptive properti es 
among the mine r als studied. 
Figure 8 shows the similari t;,' of the usually quoted ionic radii 
(Evans, 1948) of the macnesium and zinc ions, 0. 78 Rand 0. 8) R, 
respectively . This su.:;gests that the zinc ion c ould fit very well into 
the magnesium carbonate l attice , while i t is too small to fit we ll i nto 
the lattice of calciun carbonate . Figure 8 adds further support t o this 
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supposition by sh~7ing t~at the unit cell lengths of zinc carbonate and 
magnesiurJ carbonate are nearly equal and consi eNbly dEferent from 
that of c~lciw;: carbonate (Dana, 1 >51, . All three structures are shown 
to have identical unit lattice space groul's , belon.;in.; to the mombor.e-
dral division of ~~e hexagonal class with a threefold inversion axis 
with a plane of synmetry parallel to t~at axis (Lonsdale , 1949; Dana, 
1951). Dolomite has a similar calcite-ty!)C lattice structure with 
intermediate lattice constants and only a sl~.;htly different space 
groupinG (Dana, 1951). 
The greater polarizability (Weyl, 1951) and pol arizing power of 
the zinc ion, resultin~ from its 18-electrcn outer shell and relatively 
larr;e cl:arge density, compared to the rn.a;;nesinm ion would a llow one to 
expect that the zinc ion would compete favorably 11ith the ma(;!lesium 
ion for lattice sites . The adsorption data from the dolomite and ca-
magnesite systems add support to the idea that a favorable relation 
exists between the zinc ion and the ma~esiuo carbonate lattice . 
The~odyr.a~ics of zinc adsorption in relation to 1on hydration 
The the~odynamic values calculated from the adsorption data for 
the defined standard adsor~tion process arc ~iven in table 1 . 
The assigr~ent of the probable errcrs pr esented in table 1 are 
based or t>-te 5 per cent reproducibility of zinc adsor~tion on du;Jli-
cate 'llineral samples alon.; with the variability of C.')5° c. in the 
ter.perature control of the water ba'h . TI,e pr oballc D. F0 .,. error was 
calcuated from adsorption data, while tr.e ll S0 <1 and l) H0 g error terms 
were the result of carr:r: .. r..; t!·,e 0xpcri .. :ental ar.cC;rtaint:r throu~L the 
mat~e~t:cal ;Jrocedure involved in their determination . 
The standard ;ree enerJY of adsorption , n F0g, is a mcssurc of 
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Table 1, Thermodynamic data for zinc adsorption on calcite, dolomite , 
and calcian-magnesite, The standard reaction defined by 
equation 23. 
0 
!J.Fe 
0 
!J.He !J.So e 
CALCITE 
27o5°Co - 8o44 Kcol. - 11·4 Kcol. - 10 E.u. 
32o5° - 8o39 
- 12·1 - 12 
Pro b. Error :!: o03 ± 2·4 :!: 8 
DOLOMITE 
2 7o5°C. - 8·92 Kcolo + 8•21 Kcol. + 5 6E.U. 
32o5° - 8o89 + 7o91 +55 
Probo Error ± o03 ± 2·4 ± 8 
CA-
MAGNESITE 
26•1°Co - 9•01 Kcol. +22•7Kcol. + I06E.u. 
28•5° - 9·22 + 21·2 + 101 
Probo Error :!: ·03 :!:: 5·9 :!:: 20 
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how "'tJ.ch the concentrat.i,:,n o~ zinc ton .: n sol:.l t.::>n -rJ.st liri...!.nish, start-
-·•v with ::1.., ..... 1, be! ore equili-brium is established . ~n 
adsor?tion of zinc in a ~iven ~Jrstem for a &iven ~quilitriu~ zinc ion 
concentration , tl1c more negative is the value of the standat"\.1 free ener[D" . 
At constant pressure, and with no no!'"!-mechanical work beinc done by 
the zysterr: , Ll H09 is the heat of adsor?tion of the sta..'ldard acsorption 
?recess , The JJ H0 9 values of the systems studied mean that t.l-Je adsorp-
Lien of zinc on calcite is exoti:errJ~c but beco:nes C!1dothcrmlc as 
r...a._:,csi,L-c carLonatc is introduced :Cnto the lattice, Because of the 
hJdrated nature of the zinc ion it is thoubht t.l-Jat the removal or 
partial removal of the hydrated shell durinc adsorption functions as 
the major conswner of the enerr:;y that is adsorbed in the dolor.d. te and 
ca-magnesite systems . In the endothermic systems , the ll H0 & values can 
also serve as a measure of the minimum activation energy gove~inc the 
rate of adsor2tion as a function of temperature (Glasstone , 1946) . 
It is noted that even thouch the standard adsorption process for 
dolomite and ca-magnesite are endothermic , the reactions proceed spon-
taneously . The reason for this is the presence of a favorable entropy 
term which is of sufficient rna,oni tude to produce the necessary negative 
free enera change . 
The change in entropy of a system, IJ S, is sensi tive to structural 
cha"bes that rnay occur in a system and can be regarded as a measure of 
the order or disorde r produced i n a system during reaction . 
Intuitively, one would expect that the adsorption of ions from 
solution would produce r.~ore order in a ;:;iven system since the random 
motion of the ionic species in solution has becone subjected t o the 
restraining adsorption force of the sur face , i, c., the entropy change 
~ Sadsorb would be exptectcd to have a negative value . However, the 
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hydrated nature of the adsorbed ion must also be considered in order to 
obtain a complete ,;icture of the entropy change occurrin,; during adsorp-
tion. A hydrated ion that is stronglj· adsorbed is likely to be at 
least partially dehydrated upon enteril'lb the adsorbed ionic layer . 
During the process of dehydration, the water r.;olecalez which were 
originally or iented about the hydrated ion are liberated ::~nd their 
return to the solution phase tends to increase the disorder of the 
systerr., i. e . , this part of LlSadsorb is .-ositive . For exam)Jle , the 
compl ete dehydration of hypothetical one nolal calciu..-:1 ion , magnesium 
ion, or zinc ion, fonnil'lb liquid water and the gaseous ion at the same 
concentration , involves the lar:;e ;>ositive OS values of 35. 7, 57 .3, 
and 50 .1 calories/mole degree (Rice , 194C; Quill , 1950) . Thus the 
large positive 0 S0 & values in table 1 can be understood onl y by con-
sidering the contribution of the dehydration process . 
The negative standard entropy value in the calcite system sur:b-ests 
tl1ct the hydration shell that exists around the zinc ion is still rela-
tively in~~ct after adsorpt~on on calciu.~ carbonate . ~ven in this 
case , 'le~vever , a mechanism involving drastic z~:;c ion dehydration is 
conceivable though unlikely because of t."Jc ,cssi'c,ilit;; that. calciu.11 ions 
are liberated during adsor,tion and in turn tie down most of the water 
molecul es liberated f r om the zinc ions . 
The large ~~sitive standard entrOI?Y values in the dolomite system 
·can be ex;llained qualitively by the dehydration of the adsor bed zinc 
ions when they react with tt:e ma:nesium carbonate- t;-pe lattice . As is 
expected, the standard entre~; of adsorption in tre ca-ma~nesite system 
indicates still GTSater dehydration per nolc ~f adsorbed ~inc ion . ?he 
larce entropy chance in the dolomite and ca-rn~cnesite syste~ strongly 
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:;;..;:;..;cst.s t.tat the zinc ion is actually incor,>orated in ) r Lilt on to 
tl:e c:rJstal ldttice of these two li:ne rri.neral::;. The direct re,:>lact•c;ent 
of r:Ja;;nesiuc ions in the crystal lattice by zinc is not likel.r sbce t!le 
J.:rocess of rna;;nesiu:n ions t;oinc into solution would introduce a net;ative 
entropy term w'lich would tend to balance t.'le net ,>asitive contribution 
of zinc ion adsorption , Thus , if ion exctanbe in t.'1e crystal lattice 
were t.'oe ,_>redorri. r:ant r<>uction , /!, 5° 8 would be of ccuch smaller magnitude. 
Y.ru;,rt (1952) further states that ion exchan.;e is not a cOf.'JllOn phenorr.e -
non in a sys tern containin;; " -.7ell - ;,;;ed cqst~l lat. tice. 
:!:t is po::sible to '"ccou!ot for the unusually L<r.:;e D. s0 ,. vo.lue of 
alout 100 E. ·· • for ca- "'<lt;nesice E one assumes tbat zinc ions fit into 
surface defects or holes in ti:e rr.a..;nesiuc carbonate- ty?e surface which 
initially contdin bound w.:.ter . If the c:~trop;,- cha:~;;e on dehydratin~:; 
tbe holes were about equal to that of dehydration of the ma[;nesium ion, 
the entrop-J of zinc ion ads or , tion would be about + SG ( dehydratl 0:1 of 
zn• ; + 60 (dehydration of hole) - 20 ( condensation of ~inc ion in t~e 
lattice) • 90 calories/mole deuT0£: . 1:·.is is t.'-'le r~._;: .t order 8f :18._;ni-
t>;de w!J.e'l co:o;:>ared ;-;itll t:ce calc.L..1ti.d value :>btained :'rem e:-:,..eri:r~ntal 
data . The valo!e - 20 E. U. ;:or •r.e condensation of ~inc ions on tr.e 
sur"ac~ of 1:'-~c> ~.l::erds b ob-L..ined fror.; Rice (1940) , w:.o .,:,ows data 
that i'ldicate that the ent:-opy c!.an,~e ;;er ior; in tile .::o:-;r tion of a salt 
fron:. molal concent ration of ;;aseous :.ens is about - 20 E. P . :-eGarr.-
les" of tile tyfie of ion involved . ·aoe role o: zinc lon , then , "auld be 
to displace water fror.. t . .:: '•ole:> and '';leal" t.te :mriace cefects . The 
existence of !lach defects ::. .. '"-"J.'Si l"" carl'onate is "Juch nore likel y 
because the .former substance l0ses carbcn dioxide much r-.ore readily . 
Altho•1:;.'1 the study was :cot dezi..;ned to neasure the kinetics of the 
adsor~tion i-'rocc.s.;~ , 2..t i3 :1o~d t:.at 'ti:c rate ~f a.tta:..nin.:; a.d;;orytion 
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equilibrium in the dolomite and ca-magnesi te systems ·.•as 8 to 10 times 
slower than in the calcite system. If we can consider the :J.dso::-ption 
process as a simple , non-chain reaction and assume that the frequency 
factor does not vary ereatly between systems , t'len as a first approxi-
nation the data support the concept that the activation ener~ of 
adsorption in the dolorrd. te and ca-ma&nesi te systems i3 a ..;reater 
~~nitude t han in the calcite system (Glasstone , 1946 ) . Tr.is observa-
tion also lends support to the hypothesis of zinc ion dehydration upon 
adsorvtion . 
Hence by defining a standard adsorption ~~ocess and ~~en finding 
how the standard free energy of adsorption varies with temperature , 
thermodynamic data were obtained from the lime mineral systems which 
not only allow an exact and meaningful comparison of adsorption 
energetics but also pe~it some insight into the mechanism of zinc 
adsorption. 
SECTIC!! II. TEE u, 7AKE OF zn;c F?.O!.: SOLUTIO!/ 
B~ COPJi , LANTS AS ..?F;;CT<::D BY THE 
'RESt.t:Ci:. CF C . .LCI TE -.l:D r.or.o;.~ITE . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The study just reported has indicated that the adsorption of zinc 
on lime minerals is a function of the type of mineral surface present 
in t he system and the temperature at which the adsorption process takes 
place . 
A defined standard adsorption 9rocess has been the~odynamically 
described in a che::cically defined lL"'l€ minera l system. Hmvever, tl·.e 
criteria for evaluating the practical implications of this adsor~tion 
phenomenon is considered to be the effect of these various line minerals 
on the uptake of zinc by plants . If the nature of the lime mineral 
present in a soil system has an influence on the amount of zinc avail-
able for plant nutrition, it may be possible that this factor may have 
to be considered when roakine future field reco~mendations . 
To investigate a 'ore ~racticnl aspect of t~e adsorption of zinc 
on naturally occurring lin~ minerals and also to serve as a means of 
further clarifyil1i; the fac tors which influence the availability of zinc 
in alkaline soils , an experiment was conducted to observe the effect:: 
o~· v.::riou:J lime minerals on the uptake of zinc from solution by corn 
plants . 
Ex. E!ULIENTJ.L • ROCEDURE 
Hybrid fie l d corn was cerm~nated and .;ro7m in a ?Ure 3ilica sand 
culture . The plants were thoroughly watered every o':.he r da;r with 
Hoagland' s nutrient solution (Hoa.;la.nd and Arnon , :95C) wl.lch ·.vas con-
plete except for zi nc , w~ic'- •"fas Jrri.. tted to e~ta'olist strezs .for the 
i on in the corn pl ant;;. After 21 days 1 wre1•t~1 the cor n ,..:'..z.nts were u:;ed 
i n the uptake study , 
Five m,; . ::f ei -L'1er calci h o!" dolo~.i te wa: added to C;J.ch of aever~l 
25 x 200 m . :yr'"x test tu1;es , These minen:s hav<J be<>n t:.r.or:>e~:;hly 
described in the previous study , A sodium chl ori de sol ution ~1as added 
to the test tubes whid1 malnt,aincd the vol.me cons tant at fiJ :nl , and a 
constant i onic strengt.'1 of r . vl . 2inc tr~a t::-.ents were added ..<S tagged 
zinc cC:loride , Beca.use of t. ~ :.c~.d.c. c '1at·.L:-.o o: t'oe ~ir.c chl ori Je 
sol~tion , a calculated exces~ of ti.<J 5 mg. oi E~.e :r.' ::er..J. 7bS i11i t i ally 
added to llie test tubes to account .fo:- tl1e loes of ffir,eral due to inter-
acti on with t he acidic trea t~ents , The resul tin;; -.i:;er'-'1 syste::;s were 
identical to tne systems w!J.ch were ther.,ody:;amical::.:· de!:bed in the 
J!revious s t•Jdy . The tubes were held in an a;.-pro,.,riate rack and sus -
pended in a water bath maintai.1ed at e ither 25 . 1° or 30° :t 0 . 1° C. A 
length of fine bore ca.-ill~;; tul-ing served az ar: aerating rube in each 
test tube , The air flow was firzt ~.-" t!'atcd by b..tbbling it through 
v~ater ::;rior to usc in aeration. :'~e flow of air svrept t.lle botton of 
the test tube s so that the majority of t he t;roJ.nd mne r al was in sus-
pension , Re-distilled water ·11as added periodically to the test tubes 
~1 
to maintain a constant volume . ';'he ~·~:;pens ions 'flere l>Jbu::..ed until 
equilibrium wa3 established bet'.1e~n tht! zinc ion in solution and t!'>e 
given mineral surface . The equilibriUI:: time was determined in the ;:>re-
ceding study . After equilibrium was established, the corn plE.nts were 
taken out of the silica sand , their roots were thorour;hly \Yashed free 
of sand , and the plants were trartsferred to No . 9 corks having a central 
r.ole 10 mm. in dia:neter and a lon,;itudinal note:-. along the side about 
3 =· deeiJ and 5 =· wide . The corks 1•ere coated ··•ith paraffin ·nax , 
Two seedlings were placed in each corl< o.:'ld the cork was inserted in the 
test tube so that the plant roots were in the suspension . ~'e experi-
mental set up is essentially the same as used hy Epstein and Stout 
(1951) in their micronutrient studies . Afte;· 23 hours of growth unc'cr 
artificial li;>hting, the corn plnnts were re::1oved from the test t ubes 0 
the tops of tl'e plants were removed , washed in dilute hydrochloric acid 
and distilled nater , and dried in an oven (56°-79° c . ) for 24 hours , 
The dried corn tops were pre3sed into pellet~ , ·.•eiGbed, and then the. 
pellets were measured for activity . 11.e amount of zinc measw-ed in the 
corn tops was used as the index of zinc uptake by the plant from 
solution , 
The experinent consisted of 3 re_.;lications of 2 corn plants each , 
.3 levels of zinc treatme.1t , 2 temperatures , and 2 lime ll'inerals . 
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Fi,;ures 9 and 10 show t.he ,.,lot of the uptake Jf z::.nc by corn tJlants 
vs . the eQ.lilibri'.lr.l concentratlon of ::illc lor. in solution ut the \)(),;in-
nine::; of the u~ta:{e yeriod . 'f!1e eq._1·L briu."J concentrations wc~e 
calculated .Cror.: the adscr,_,t.:.on i::ot::ere dd.ta ,;::-eser•ted in fiu'Ures 5 ;:md 
6 and Appendix A of tlce ;m:.v:i.:ms ~ tldJ. 
Fic;ure 9 sho1•s t~at at 25 .1° C. :; ~tr:.m,; line1>r relationship exists 
bet·~een plant upt<>ke of ~inc and the Jmountc ia'- tially in solution . The 
re ~rclss::.on coefficient and ~qua~i011 of the li~ ·.vas calculated to be 
0 . 975 and Yx a . 408X- , 105, res?<J<.t.:.vely . The rath6r r. i t)l regression 
coefficient is :,ot entcr.Jly umxpected since the sol utions were of a 
very dilute nature :md t e co!·n ;~1-n-.s ,>r·~bubl;; ha.i dcv~.;loped sot:1e 
deficiency fo!' zinc :.on . 
The ,.>H of the ::-.iner-al systeo;s were :neasured it:I::Cdlatel:r after 
harvesting and the results are as follows : calcite , ' . 1..7 1'li th tr • 
0 . 1; dolol'lite , 8 . 0J with cr - 0.-6. The ,lH of the calcite and dolor..lte 
susi-"!nsions were considered to be eyual . 
Figure l C' shows a ver'J sb~:iar rela tionshi;; at J0° C. Here the 
re gression coefficient and e~aation of the line was calculated to be 
0 . 941 and ~ • • )78X • . 03~ , res~ectively . 
The pH measured i=edia tcly after harvesting was as folloTis : 
ca:!.cite , 6. 96 11ith cr. 0 • .;7 ; dolomite , 6. 93 v;ith a- • • oB . :iere 
again both ~::.neral sy:>tems were es.;entially at tho sane terminal pH 
value . The rc.ason for t:C,e lower ,>h Y:llues .::t the r.i,:;her temperatures 
is concidered tc be the i ,a\.;ili ty of the aer:~tior. system to cope with 
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Figure 10 , The uptake of zinc by corn plants as affected by the 
presence of calcite and dolomite at 30,0° c. 
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the increased respiratory activity of the corn roots. It is noted that 
a slight increase in zinc uptake occurred at the higher temperature in 
both mineral systems. This probably results from the combined effects 
of greate r metabolic activity of the corn plant and to the fact that 
some mineral adsorbing surface may have been destroyed bY the lowering 
of pH. However, the lower pH of the system and the hicher temperature 
still did not alter appreciably the linear relationship between zinc 
uptake and ~~e equilibrium concentration of zinc in solution. 
The data indicate that zinc uptake is dependent on the mineral in 
suspension only to the extent that the given mineral controls the equi-
librium concentration of zinc in solution. Thus with the same initial 
treatment of zinc, a dolomite system provides less zinc for plant 
utilization than a calcite system because dolomite reduces the equili b-
rium concentration of zinc to a lower level. The straight line rela-
tions as shown in figures 9 and 10 indicate that at the various fractional 
surface coverages of the mineral in question the kinetics of desorption 
is not a limiting factor during the uptake period. 
This study has shown that, in the concentration ran~;e of the zinc 
used, the dominating factor in the uptake of zinc from solution bY field 
corn is the equilibrium concentration of zinc that exists in a given 
mineral system. 
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Sl"!.:.:ARY AND GO!lCLUSIOJrS 
The studies reported t:ere represent an attempt to clarify the 
relation between the zinc ion and ~~e naturally occurring lime minerals 
which are pl~valent in western soils . Because of the low concentra-
tions of zinc utili~ed in these investi~ations, radio trace~ techniques 
using zn65 we r e enployed throughout the sbldies to facilitate analysis . 
In Section I a theoretical approach is developed for the adsorp-
tion of zinc on calcite , do_omite , and calciar.~na~nesite . A theory is 
presented in which zinc ion is specifically aasorbed by the lime 
minerals and the chloride counter ion is non-specifically adsorbed by 
the surface in question . 
For purposes of determining the standard free enerGY of a csorption, 
ll F0 , a standard adsorption process is defined "i U1 the assumption t.':tat 
the orientation of counter ions does not contribute significantly to the 
free energy of the process . The standard adsorbed state in this study 
is defined as an arbitrarily selected fraction of surface coverage , 9 . 
Adsorption isotherm data collected at various temperatures permit-
ted the determination of the temperature coefficient of ll F0 • From 
this detern:ination, the standard entro;J".r, Q S0 , and the standard heat of 
adsorption, [J H0 , was calculated. 
The adsorption isotherm data showed that the adsorption of zinc on 
ca-maene3ite was &Teater than on calcite , while the adsorption on 
dolomite VIas intermediate . 
The caJculated thermodynamic data showec that the interactio"l of 
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zinc with calcite was distinctly different from the interaction of zinc 
with dolomite and ca-magnesite . The former reaction was exothermic 
while the latter reaction was endothermic . The themodyna.rnic data were 
interpreted as meaning that strong dehydration of zinc ion occurred when 
it is interacted with the Minerals that contained magnesium carbonate . 
Zinc dehydration was not evident in the calcite system. These data infer 
t.l,at the zinc ion is incorporated in or built on to the dolomite a nd ca-
magnesite lattice where one of its functions may be the ''healin~" of 
surface defects . 
Consideration of t.,e i onic radii , crystal structure , and l attice 
constants of the involved ions and carbonate lattices also sup,Jort the 
theory of strong zinc interaction with the ma,'!lesium carbonate surface . 
Because of the difference in the effect of temperature on the 
adsorption of zinc by the various minerals , direct application of this 
study to the soil system must be made with caution . However, in the 
temperature rallGe of this theoretical study one may infer that zjnc 
availability would be more limited on a soil containinG appreciable 
magnesium carbonate than on a soil containi~ calcium carbonate . 
To supplenent the thez--odyna,nc study and to test tl:e inference 
stated above , a study was conducted to measure the effect of calcite 
and dolorr:ite on the uptake of zinc by com plants from mineral systems 
which had been thermodynamically defined in Section I , 
The results of this investieat~on , as presented in Section II , in-
dicated that the determinln;; fac tor in the upta!r.e of zinc by corn plants 
was the concentration of zinc in solution . The dor.Una ting influence of 
the solution concentration of zinc was indopendent of the temperabre 
range used in the study and the final pH of the -:ineral systems . Thus 
the lime r.Uner"l that reduced the equilibrium concentratio1~ of tine to 
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the lower level had the greater effect on zinc availability , 
The zinc uptake data thus concur with the inference obtained from 
adsorption stadies . Hence the statement is strengthened that , under a 
t;iven set of conditions , a soil containine lime minerals of predominately 
magnesium carbonate would tend to retain zinc to a greater de gree than a 
soil cont aining mainly calcium carbonate , The possibility thus exists , 
that in a given temperature range , a dolomitic soil lYould foster zinc 
deficiency more than a calcar eous soil if the total zinc concentrat ion 
in the soil is approaching the critical level , 
Thus by the application of basic laws of chemical thermodynamics it 
i s not only possible to obtain a quantitative measure of the energy 
relations between zinc ion and the l ime mineral surface , but it also 
permits some insight into the mechanism of adsorption. The resul ts give 
l ogi cal explanation of the observed experimental dat a and enable some 
prediction of the behavior of zinc in the lime mineral systems studied . 
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APPENDIX A 
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ISOTHERIJ DATA OF ZINC ADSORPTION ON 
CALCITE AT VARIOUS TEWERATURES '' 
Tereperature co X/M c 
25.1° c. 0 . 54 0. 75 0. 32 
2. 16 2. 70 1.19 
4. 32 6.02 2,32 
5. 40 6.32 3. 36 
6. 45 7. 91 4.00 
30 .0° c. 1.08 1. 12 o. 55 
3. 24 3. 40 1. 95 
4. 32 5. 21 2.65 
5 . 1~0 5. 59 3. 62 
6. 45 7. 21 4.30 
35 .0° c. 1 ,08 c . 81 o . 74 
2. 16 1 . 55 1 . 35 
3.24 2. 71 2, 20 
4.32 4.4o 2, 88 
5. 40 4. 62 3. 87 
6.h5 6,02 4. 38 
* 
c0 ~ initial amount of zinc added in micromoles/ l~ter, X/M • microgr~£ of zinc adsorbed/5 mg . of 
adsorbent , and C • equilibrium concentration of 
zinc in micromoles/1iter. 
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ISO'I'HERM DATb. OF ZlllC AOOORPTION ON 
OOLOMITE AT VARIOUS TEMI'ERATURES* 
Temperature co X/lA c 
25.1° c. 1.08 l. 70 0. 42 
2.16 3.81 o . 87 
4.28 7.65 1 . 98 
5.40 9. 52 2.48 
6. 45 ll.7 2.92 
30,0° c. 1.08 1.95 0.37 
2.16 4.21 o.8l 
4.28 8.45 1.72 
5.40 10.3 2.30 
6.45 12.5 2. 71 
35.o0 c. 1.08 2.25 0.31 
2.16 4.44 o. 74 
4.28 9.51 1.67 
5.40 ll.2 2.15 
6.45 13.5 2.42 
* 
Co • initial amount of zinc added in micromoles/ 
liter, X/M • microerams of zinc adsorbed/5 mg. of 
adsorbent, and C • equilibrium concentration of 
zinc in micromoles/1iter. 
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ISOTHERM DAT.I. OF ZINC ADSOHPTION ON 
CA-MAGNESITE AT VARIOUS TE!D'ERATURES* 
Tem~rature Co X~ c 
25.1° c. 1.08 3.62 0.15 
2.16 7.16 0. 25 
) . 24 12.5 1.09 
5.ho 15.o 1. 53 
6.h5 17.3 1.90 
27.0° c. 2.16 7.21 0. 20 
3. 2h 13.2 o.BB 
5.40 15.6 1.25 
6. 45 18.) 1 .5o 
)0.0° c. 2.16 7.35 0.15 
) .24 14.1 o. 75 
5.4o 16 .5 1.01 
6.h5 19 . 1 1.15 
* C~ • initial amount of zinc added in micromoles/ 
1 ter, X/ll • micrograms of zinc adsorbed/5 mg . of 
adsorbent , and C • equilibrium concentration of 
zinc in m~crornoles/liter . 
